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ABSTRACT  

 

Village finances are veritably important for the development of village communities, the use of village finances aimed at the weal 

and benefit of village communities is contained in the laws and regulations in Indonesia. This study, it will specifically examine 

the legal position and legal regulations regarding village finances in Indonesia. This study uses a normative exploration system 

with a statutory approach. This exploration will conclude two effects, videlicet first, the conception of regulation related to village 

and village finances has been accommodated in laws and regulations, and second, there needs to be a new ideal conception of 

laws and regulations that regulate village finances in Indonesia. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

As a indigenous state, it's clear that Indonesia is obliged to uphold constitutionality and is obliged to give substance to all people, 

both in  metropolises and in  village.( Rudiarta, Arthanaya, and Suryani 2020) This emphasizes the  significance of the Indonesian 

state in guaranteeing and managing  finances for every  village. By description, the village is the lowest part of the indigenous 

autonomy system,  thus a  village with decentralization cannot be separated from indigenous autonomy and decentralization. 

 

In the conception of a unitary state with this construction, one of the  effects that are always in the  limelight is the relationship 

between the center and the regions, especially regarding  fiscal issues. Composition 18A paragraph( 2) of the 1945 Constitution of 

the Republic of Indonesia( hereinafter  shortened as the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia) confirms that" fiscal 

relations, public services, application of natural  coffers and other  coffers between the central government and indigenous 

governments are regulated and carried out fairly and in harmony grounded on the law." The  thing to be achieved in state finances 

is open and responsible  operation for the  topmost substance of the people as stated in Composition 23 paragraph( 1) of the 1945 

Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia.  

 

The principle of  village fund allocation has been quested in the Regulation of the Minister of village, Development of 

underprivileged Regions, and Transmigration Number 21 of 2015 concerning Priority Setting for the Use of Village finances in 

2016 which explains that  village  finances are prioritized to finance the  perpetration of  village programs and conditioning in the 

field of Village Development and commission of Village Communities. Priority for using  village  finances for programs and 

conditioning in the field of  village community  commission is allocated to fund conditioning aimed at  adding  the capacity of  

village  residers or communities in developing entrepreneurship,  adding  income, and expanding the  profitable scale of individual 

citizens or community groups and  village (Village Minister Regulation, 2016). 

 

Village finances give an occasion for village to manage village development and empower village 

communitiesautonomously.However, it'll encourage an increase in the standard of living and  weal of the community, If  village 

finances are actuated  intensely and effectively. adding  structure development and community  commission funded by  village 

finances aims to reduce  profitable inequality and ameliorate the  weal of  village communities.( Firmansyah, Susetyo, and Sumira 

2020) The government budgets  village  finances nationally in the APBN every time. 

 

The budget allocation for  village  finances is set at 10( ten percent) of the total transfer  finances to the regions and will be fulfilled 

in stages according to the capabilities of the APBN. Village  finances are used to finance governance, development, community  

commission, and society. In principle,  village  finances are allocated in the APBN to finance the authority that's the responsibility 

of the  village. still, in order to optimize the use of  village  finances as  commanded in the law, the use of  village  finances is 

prioritized to finance community development and  commission, including the construction of  introductory education, health, and  

structure services.( Firmansyah etal. 2020) 

 

The use of  village  finances refers to the  village's medium- term development plan and the work plan of the  village government. 

The Minister of village, Development of underprivileged Regions, and Transmigration determine the precedence for using Village 

finances no  latterly than three months before the  launch of the budget. Priority use of  village  finances is  rounded  by general 

guidelines for  enforcing the use of  village  finances grounded on the principles of transparent,  responsible, participatory, 

disciplined, and  popular  village  fiscal  operation because  village  finances are  finances sourced from the state  profit and 

expenditure budget allocated for the transferred  village. through the  quarter/  megacity indigenous income and expenditure budget 

and is used to finance the  perpetration of  village governance,  perpetration of  village development,  village community 

development, and  commission of  village communities( Village Minister Regulation, 2016). In  agreement with this, it's 

emphasized that  village  finances are  finances sourced from the central government, which are given to  village to develop  village. 

The advanced the  village  finances  handed, the advanced the  position of  village development.( Rimawan and Aryani 2019) 
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Factually, the  perpetration of  village  finances  frequently  gests  problems. One of the problems of  village  finances can be seen 

from the  perpetration of  village  finances which  frequently experiences ups and campo,  similar as the elimination of  village 

backing sources through the APBN grounded on PERPPUNo. 1 of 2020 concerning State Financial Policy and Financial System 

Stability for Handling the Corona Epidemic which removed  village backing sources from the APBN. This raises  indigenous 

problems, whether  village  finances are implicitly accommodated in the constitution, and what's the juridical conception of 

managing state finances in the distribution of  village  finances.  

 

LEGISLATION CONCERNING VILLAGES 

 

In Law Number 6 of 2014 concerning village, the purpose of  channelizing  village  finances is as a form of the state's commitment 

to  guarding and empowering  village so that they come strong, advanced, independent, and popular. With the actuality of Village 

finances,  village can  produce  village development and  commission toward a just, prosperous, and prosperous society.    

 

The principle of  village fund allocation has been quested in the Regulation of the Minister of village, Development of 

underprivileged Regions, and Transmigration Number 21 of 2015 concerning Priority Setting for the Use of Village finances in 

2016 which explains that  village  finances are prioritized to finance the  perpetration of  village programs and conditioning in the 

field of Village Development and commission of Village Communities. Priority for using  village  finances for programs and 

conditioning in the field of  village community  commission is allocated to fund conditioning aimed at  adding  the capacity of  

village  residers or communities in developing entrepreneurship,  adding  income, and expanding the  profitable scale of individual 

citizens or community groups and  village( Village Minister Regulation, 2016). 

 

The subject of development in the position of  village and  village communities has been realized by Law Number 6 of 2014 

concerning village. The birth of laws and regulations in the administration of indigenous government after the reformation since 

the enactment of Law Number 22 of 1999 which was revised by Law Number 32 of 2004, until eventually there was a change 

through Law Number 23 of 2014 had a major influence on the regulation of  village government administration,  videlicet with the  

allocation of Law Number 6 of 2014.    

 

The  perpetration of the Village Law has come the subject of  important discussion in  village  fiscal  operation, which includes the  

operation of  village  coffers. operation of  village  finances regulated in the Village Law  prodded the readiness of the  village 

head in its  perpetration. colorful reasons and factors were conveyed by the community related to the readiness of the  village head 

and  village  outfit,  village  structure, and  village head leadership.( Madania 2022) 

 

Fund allocations that are part of the balancing  finances  entered by the Regency/City are 10 % of the balancing  finances  entered 

by the Regency/ City in the indigenous income and expenditure budget after abating the special allocation  finances. As for 

regencies  metropolises that don't allocate  village  finances, the government can defer and/ or abate the  quantum of the balancing 

fund allocation after abating the special allocation  finances that should be distributed to  village, the Minister of Home Affairs 

Regulation (Permendagri) Number 113 of 2014 concerning Village Financial Management was issued.    

 

Village finances are finances sourced from the State Revenue and Expenditure Budget( APBN). These finances are transferred 

through the Regency/ City profit and Expenditure Budget. Those are the finances that will be spent to finance government 

administration, the performance of development, community development, and community commission. Detailed calculation of 

finances for the village. finances for villages are regulated by Regulation of the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia 

Number 199/PMK.07/ 2017 concerning Procedures for Allocating Village finances for Each Regency/ City and calculation of 

Details of finances for Each village. 

 

The procedure for budgeting  village  finances is regulated in  papers and verses which regulate in detail how  village  finances are  

calculated. Composition 2 paragraph 1 states, details of  village  finances for each  quarter/  megacity area are allocated unevenly 

and fairly grounded on three  effects,  videlicet  

 

a. Basic Allocation is the  minimal allocation of Village finances that will be  entered by every village unevenly throughout 

Indonesia. The  quantum is calculated grounded on a certain chance of the Village Fund budget divided by the number 

of  village civil throughout Indonesia.   

b. protestation allocation is calculated by taking into account the status of underdeveloped  village and  veritably 

underdeveloped  village, which have a high number of poor people.   

c. Formula allocation is an allocation that's calculated by taking into account the status of underdeveloped  village and  

veritably underdeveloped  village, which have a high number of poor people.    

 

According to the Permendagri, No 113 of 2014 Village Income includes all  plutocrat  entered through the village account which 

is the right of the  village within 1  financial time and doesn't need to be repaid by the  village. Allocation of  village  finances must 

be  nearly covered from upstream to downstream, supervision is  veritably important to minimize the misappropriation of  village 

development  finances. In addition to supervision, socialization, and training are also  demanded for  village heads as  directors of  

village fund allocations. The  quarter or  megacity indigenous government must upgrade the  village head. Socialization and 

debriefing are  demanded so that the  village head can make the  utmost of the  village fund allocation to be effective. 

 

Still, it's  stressed that  numerous  village heads will have dealings with the police or the prosecutor's office, If the allocation of  

village  finances isn't  mingled  duly. This is because advisers  can also  help each  village in budgeting for programs in their  village 

and  backing is also independent, both  structure specialized  backing and  fiscal specialized  backing, as stated in Ministerial 
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Regulation Number 3 of 2015. This provision is an  perpetration of Law Number 6 of 2015. 2014 concerning the Village. So that 

with this  village  backing,  sweats to  make  village and make  village the axis of  public adaptability can be realized.( Akbar etal. 

2019). 

 

According to Sri Mulyani (Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia) that the Village is the forefront of development and  

perfecting people's  weal. village are given acceptable authority and backing sources so they can manage their  eventuality to 

ameliorate the frugality and people's  weal. Every time the Central Government has  calculated a large enough Village Fund to be 

given to village. In 2015, the Village Fund was  calculated at IDR20.7 trillion, with an average allocation of IDR 280 million for 

each  village. In 2016, Village finances increased to IDR46.98 trillion with an  normal of IDR 628 million per  village, and in 2017 

again increased to IDR 60 trillion with an  normal of IDR 800 million per  village. Grounded on the evaluation results of its three 

times of  perpetration, the Village Fund has proven to have produced  installations  structure that's  salutary to the community, 

including the construction of  further than 95.2 thousand kilometers of  village roads; 914 thousand  measures of islands;,616 clean 

water connection units;,201 boat landing units;,957 PAUD units;,004 units of  programs;,485 units of wells;,106  village  

requests;,405 drainage and irrigation units;,964 Posyandu units; and,338  force units in the 2015-2016 period.( Akbar etal. 2019)  

 

Village Fund, one of the  authorizations of Law Number 6 of 2014 concerning village issued by the government isn't only bringing 

joy to the  village which has so far been limited in managing sources of  village fund income for  village development, the central 

government hopes that the  village government can grow and  produce independent and prosperous  townies through  village  

finances that are useful in the development and  commission of  townies. The  village budget is anticipated to advance and prosper 

the  village. By  furnishing  village  finances, public services in the  village will increase  village development.( Madania 2022)   

 

By description,  village  finances are APBN  finances allocated for  village transferred through  quarter/  megacity APBD and 

prioritized for the  perpetration of community development and commission. The purpose of having village finance are: 

 

a. Ameliorate public services in the village; 

b. Stop poverty; 

c. Promote the village frugality;  

d. Overcome development gaps between village; 

e. Strengthening village communities as objects of development. 

 

The description of village fund arrangements is embodied in Composition 72 paragraph (2) of Law Number 6 of 2014 concerning 

village explaining that budget allocations come from central spending by streamlining village-grounded programs equitably and 

fairly. The quantum of the budget allocation that's intended directly for the village is determined to be 10 and piecemeal from 

indigenous transfer finances in stages. 

 

The consummation of village development, both physical andnon-physical, is carried out by exercising village finances grounded 

on the principles of village fiscal operation to produce changes that lead to village development and growth. The principle of 

village fiscal operation is carried out by prioritizing translucency, responsibility, participatory, orderly, and popular discipline. So 

that good village development can be created, the vacuity of colorful installations according to community requirements can 

ameliorate the weal of village communities and can reduce village community problems. This is to the results of former exploration 

which showed that the provision of village finances by the government had an impact on physical development and community  

weal( Muslihah, 2019).   

 

Village finances give an occasion for village to manage village development and empower village communities autonomously. 

However, it'll encourage an increase in the standard of living and  weal of the community, If  village  finances are actuated  intensely 

and effectively. adding structure development and community commission funded by village finances aims to reduce profitable 

inequality and ameliorate the weal of  village communities.( Firmansyah, Susetyo, and Sumira 2020) The government budgets  

village  finances nationally in the APBN every time.  

 

VILLAGE FUND ALLOCATION PROCESS 

 

The budget allocation for village finances is set at 10( ten percent) of the total transfer  finances to the regions and will be fulfilled 

in stages according to the capabilities of the APBN. Village finances are used to finance governance, development, community 

commission, and society. In principle, village finances are allocated in the APBN to finance the authority that's the responsibility 

of the  village. still, to optimize the use of village finances as  commanded in the law, the use of  village  finances is prioritized to 

finance community development and  commission, including the construction of  introductory education, health, and  structure 

services.( Firmansyah etal. 2020)    

 

The use of village  finances refers to the  village's medium- term development plan and the work plan of the  village government. 

The Minister of village, Development of underprivileged Regions, and Transmigration determine the precedence for using Village 

finances no  latterly than three months before the  launch of the budget. Priority use of  village  finances is  rounded  by general 

guidelines for  enforcing the use of  village  finances grounded on the principles of transparent,  responsible, participatory, 

disciplined, and  popular  village  fiscal  operation because  village  finances are  finances sourced from the state  profit and 

expenditure budget allocated for the transferred  village. through the  quarter/  megacity indigenous income and expenditure budget 

and is used to finance the  perpetration of  village governance,  perpetration of  village development,  village community 

development, and  commission of  village communities (Village Minister Regulation, 2016). By this, it's emphasized that  village  
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finances are  finances sourced from the central government, which are given to  village to develop  village. The advanced the 

village  finances  handed, the advanced the  position of  village development.( Rimawan and Aryani 2019) 

 

Village finances are calculated grounded on the number of  village and allocated grounded on population, poverty rate, area region, 

and degree of geographical difficulty. Priority for using Village finances is grounded on the following principles: 

 

1. Priority needs,  videlicet prioritizing the more  critical interests of the Village, and directly related to the interests of the  

maturity of the Village community;  

2. Justice by prioritizing the rights and interests of all Village  residers without demarcation;  

3. Village authority is grounded on origin rights and  village- scale original authority;  

4. Focus,  videlicet prioritizing the choice of using Village finances in 3( three) to 5( five) types of conditioning by 

community needs according to  public precedences and not  rehearsing the use of Village finances which are divided 

inversely.  

5. Participatory by prioritizing action, creativity, and participation of the Village community;  

6. In- house  operation by prioritizing Village independence in  enforcing Village development conditioning funded by the 

Village Fund.  

7. Grounded on Village  coffers by prioritizing the application of  mortal  coffers and natural  coffers in the Village in the  

perpetration of development funded by the Village Fund.   

 

Good  village  fiscal  operation concerning being development plans will produce good results, this is because every plan that's 

acclimated to what has been determined by the government at a advanced  position will  clearly admit sufficient  fiscal support. 

fiscal problems aren't the same as  plutocrat problems, this is because  fiscal problems are  veritably  nearly related to  operation 

and responsibility issues which are a  incarnation of the rights and  scores of a legal subject. The legal subject in terms of  village  

fiscal  operation is meant as a public legal  reality whose  operation and responsibility must  relate to the plans that have been made 

in the APBDes.   

 

The Village Fund  operation process is loaded with contractual  conduct or  fairly binding agreements. likewise, so that  village 

communities who  share in managing the Village Fund can manage these  coffers  singly, they need to be given an understanding 

of legal contracts or agreements.( Madania 2022) 

 

PRINCIPLES OF VILLAGE FUND MANAGEMENT 

 

In using the Village Fund Allocation, it requires planning,  perpetration, supervision, and responsibility for its use. Village 

development planning is  thick from development planning from the  quarter or  megacity so that the plans made can remain 

aligned. perpetration of  village development must be by what has been planned in the planning process and the community, 

together with government  officers, also have the right to know and supervise the progress of  village development. In Permendagri 

Number 20 of 2018 for Village Financial Management  are transparent, responsible, participatory, and carried out in an orderly 

and popular manner (Madania 2022) 

 

IDEAL VILLAGE FUND DISTRIBUTION 

 

According to Rozaki et al, actually, the  village fund allocation policy that has been  enforced has  further or  lower the same big  

thing,  videlicet to overhaul the fallacy of the  quarter government in  furnishing authority, services, and  fiscal  backing to the 

government at the lower  position(  village). The pattern of  quarter government  programs that were  originally dominant and 

centralized, through this  village fund allocation  system, has changed to be participatory, responsive, and carried out through the 

principles of decentralization. Allocation of  village  finances is part of  village finances  attained from indigenous  duty sharing 

and a share of central and indigenous  fiscal balancing  finances  entered by  sections for  village of at least 10 (ten percent). All 

conditioning  forming from the  village fund allocation budget are planned,  enforced, and  estimated openly by involving the entire  

village community. (Karimah, Saleh, and Wanusmawatie 2005)   The state  fiscal  operation system in an orderly, thorough, 

effective, and effective manner requires a legal  frame design that can  easily be used as a reference in state  fiscal  operation  

programs. Renewal of the legal base for state  fiscal  operation has redounded in four main regulations,  videlicet Law no. 17 of 

2003 UUKN), Law No. 1 of 2004 UUPN, Law no. 15 of 2004 concerning Examination of State Responsibility and Financial 

Management, and Presidential Decree No. 42 of 2002 concerning Guidelines for the perpetration of the State Budget, as amended 

by Presidential Decree No. 72 of 2004 and the Alternate Correction to the Regulation of the President of the Republic of Indonesia 

No. 53 of 2010.( Akbar etal. 2019)    

 

Regulation of the Permendagri No. 37 of 2007 concerning Guidelines for Village Financial Management, explains that the concept 

and implementation of village financial management is a whole business that includes planning, budgeting, regulation, reporting, 

and the most important thing is accountability and supervision of village finances. The villagei fiscal operational process is also 

regulated in Permendagri No. 113 of 2014 concerning Village Financial Management is among then: reporting, and accountability. 

In line with Ahmad Yani (2008 234), said that the implementation of customary finance is the whole business which includes 

planning until supervision of customary finances. (Rahayu 2019) 

 

The consummation of  village development, both physical andnon-physical, is carried out by  exercising  village  finances grounded 

on the principles of  village  fiscal  operation so as to produce changes that lead to  village development and growth. The principles 

of village  fiscal  operation are carried out by prioritizing  translucency, responsibility, participatory, orderly, and  popular 

discipline. So that good village development can be created, the vacuity of  colorful  installations according to community  
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requirements can ameliorate the  weal of  village communities and can reduce  village community problems. This is in  agreement 

with the results of  former  exploration which showed that the  perpetration of  furnishing  village  finances by the government had 

an impact on the physical development and  weal of  village communities( Muslihah, 2019). 
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